HIGH END 2018

FONO FORUM, STEREO and QOBUZ were
Media partner of the „Kopfhörer Bar“, which was
hosted by the High End Society in front of Hall 4. At
20 booths you could enjoy the playlists of Fono
Forum and Stereo in the highest resolution of the
streaming service Qobuz via different headphones of
all price ranges - if you managed to get a place.

GET HIGHER!
Once again, the HighEnd trade fair in Munich showed itself at its best
and delighted exhibitors and visitors alike.

I

t is the most important trade fair for
the audio community even beyond
Europe’s borders, and while hastening
from record to record in terms of exhibitors and amount of space, even starting
to show capacity limits, visitor numbers
declined minimally. A total of almost
20,000 made their way to Munich for the
HighEnd and the cooperating headphone
fair CanJam, almost 7,600 of them from
the trade.
There was a sense of optimism, with
some exhibiting companies having spoken
of an increase in quality lately, meaning
there must have been a surge in orders
and demand. The future looks promising,
with the most obvious trends being evident in wireless active speakers and
high-quality audio streaming. A successful fair altogether!

 THE ULTIMATE TWO-WAY SPEAKER
Fink‘s team around leader Karl-Heinz Fink has surpassed itself this year. With the „Borg“, soon
available at a pair price of around 24,000 euros, they made a lasting impression. Ten-inch woofer
and AMT tweeter seem to have merged into a perfect sound unit. Available from July.
www.finkteam.com
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NEW CRITERION CTL-SERIES 

RENÉ TRÖMNER
Taurus High End

T+A from Herford presented its three new „Criterion“ speakers. Of course, the entire series comes
with Transmission-line supported bass. From 5500
Euro/Pair. www.ta-hifi.de

» HiFi goes Fast
Food. Music is gulped
down uncritically. HiFi
gourmets are dying
out. Fascinating: The
number of gourmet restaurants is growing
worldwide every year. «

p ELAC ON COURSE
Also in 2018 Elac stays innovative. Managing
Director Lars Baumann and Marketing Manager
Yvonne Meinhardt presented the new speaker
series Vela.www.elac.de

 ACTIVE PEARL
Progressive Audio has activated its „Pearl“ floorstanding speaker. The three-way loudspeaker will
be found beyond the 30,000 Euro mark and sounded fantastic. www.progressiveaudio.de

 AVM‘S FIRST SPEAKER
Fully active and digital - that‘s how AVM leader
Udo Besser wants to bring the system concept to
a crowning conclusion. By the end of the year at
the latest, the speakers shown as prototypes are
to be ready for purchase - at a pair price of
around 15,000 euros. www.avm.audio

pMIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL
Avantgarde Acoustic has always been
design-conscious, but with the „Duo Mezzo“ in a
variety of colours, the team from the Odenwald
has surpassed itself. Price for the gems: 47.300
Euro. www.avantgarde-acoustic.de
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 FIRST AVENTHO, NOW AMIRON
The integrated acoustical adaptabiltiy of the Berlin specialist MiMi was so well received that
Beyerdynamic has now integrated it into the
wireless version of the „Amiron“, demonstrated
to us by product manager Gunter Weidemann.
Price: 700 Euro. global.beyerdyamic.com

HIGH END 2018

 SLIM WAIST
Dynaudio unveiled the new „Confidence“-series,
which has been significantly modernised - also
visually. We are already waiting anxiously for the
first test samples. www.dynaudio.com

 SAME GUY, NEW BRAND
With high standards, but in prices well below the
brand Tidal from the same developer, boss Jörn
Janczak now also wants to conquer the German
market. Prices: from about 22.000 Euro for a pair.
www.vimberg.de

 AUDEZE LCD-4z
Please touch: At the CanJam, which was held in
parallel for the first time, headphones such as
Audeze‘s „LCD-4z“ (around 4000 Euro) could be
compared to your heart‘s content.
www.audeze.com
ROLAND GAUDER
Gauder Akustik

 ACTIVE AND WIRELESS
The in Munich presented „Vento3“ from Canton
is to be available for the competitive price of
2300 Euro a pair. The two-way speaker is active
and can be controlled wirelessly, even „Virtual
Surround“ is possible. www.canton.de

p NEW INSIGHTS
With the „Fenestria“ PMC sets one of the fair‘s
highlights. The loudspeaker, which uses technology
from earthquake research to eliminate harmful
vibrations, will cost 54,000 euros - and sounds breathtaking. www.pmc-speakers.com

» People will continue to love music
in the future. As
loudspeaker manufacturers, we want to
further improve music reproduction. The
DARC series shows: The future belongs
to small, very powerful loudspeakers that
are easy to position. They offer the most
value for our customers. The evolution
will always go on! «

 WILSON ON THE TABLE
A surprise from the USA: Wilson Audio showed a
desktop speaker with the genes of their older siblings - the „TuneTot“. Price: from 13.000 Euro a
pair. www.wilsonaudio.com
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 ANOTHER ONE
Violectric adds the new „Premium“ series,
which also includes the „Premium Balanced
Headphone Amplifier“, to its already considerable range of headphone amplifiers. And
it does its name credit: The high-quality processed device also feeds symmetrical headphone models. www.lake-people.de

t HOT STUFF
Audiophiles should keep McIntosh‘s new
„MA8900AC“ in mind. It openly displays its
cooling fins and offers the „DA1“ digital
module suitable for practically all formats
and sampling rates. Record players with MM
or MC scanners also have access. The amp
is supposed to deliver full 200 watts into
eight, four and two ohms and cost around
8980 euros. www.mcintoshlabs.com

 IMMOBILE AMP
With a weight of around 225 kilograms (500
American pounds) and a planned pair price of
250,000 US dollars, Dan d‘Agostino‘s „Relentless“ mono quickly got its nickname.
www.dandagostino.com

LEGACY 
Ampzilla? Wasn‘ t that an amp-legend by James
Bongiorno? True, and the master, who died in
2013, had already worked on concepts for a successor to the original version, which are now
being tackled - at Audio Int‘l/AEC..
www. audio-intl.com

 EXPANDABLE

 LEGEND THE SECOND

Ayre‘s new entry-level integrated amplifier „Ayre
8“ is delivered in the basic version as a purely
analog amp, but can be gradually equipped with
a converter and streamer on request. Prices starting at just under 6000 euros. www.ayre.com

Discreetly improved and first and foremost optically adapted to the new standards, we found the
„C 316“ - a real sound authority for the inexpensive amplifiers - at the NAD stand as „V2“. A
check has already been agreed upon.
www.nadelectronics.com

ROLF GEMEIN
Symphonic Line

» The world of hi-fi
is drifting further and
further apart. One
direction: design optical show - data
reduction - music for mobile phones
- technical gadgets - ease of use - hi-fi
sound effects. The other one: Devices for
music that goes to heart, natural timbres,
liveliness - the voice breathes, the violin
sings, I experience the recording room
- that’s my world, and that’s what it’s all
about! «

 HE‘S THE (NEW) ONE
The Cyrus „One HD“ integrated amplifier adds a
scoop of features (DAC) and sound (refined Class
D technology) to the bestseller still on offer for
around 1300 euros. www.cyrusaudio.com

AUDIONET MEETS HUMBOLDT 
The merge of „Heisenberg“ and „Stern“, the top
components of the Berlin manufacturer, has been
achieved with the „Humboldt“ at a significantly
lower price - but it still amounts to 40,000 euros.
www.audionet.de.
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SIEGFRIED AMFT
T+A

» The trend in our
company is clearly
towards multifunctionality, because it
gives us the opportunity to use several digital sources with
the highest quality converter architecture, the price of which then no longer
matters. «

 HIFI-VIRTUES
In the foreseeable future Denon will launch its
new 800 series: classic components in hi-fi standard size with unit prices around 500 euros.
www.denon.com

 BURMESTER ADAPTS
CEO Andreas Henke showed the series-production-ready mono power amplifier 159 with numerous patents, adjustable damping factor and
almost unlimited power. www.burmester.de

 PROUD FATHER
Cambridge Audio owner James Johnson-Flint
posed for us next to the streamer/preamp combination of the new „Edge“ series, garnished with
many exciting details. The corresponding integrated amplifier (around 5000 Euro) is already on its
way to us. www.cambridgeaudio.com

 NEW HEGEL-AMPS
The new Hegel integrated amplifiers for 2500
(top), 5500 (bottom) and 10,000 (not in the picture) Euro with interesting feedforward-technology will be available soon. www.hegel.com

p SWEDE DREAMS
Supra Cables CEO Jørgen Wahlsberg announced
a revised flagship loudspeaker cable „Sword II“.
The biggest difference to the low inductance predecessor will be the cable shielding. We are curious. www.jenving.com

 ANALOG & DIGITAL
Musical Fidelity showed the brand new phono
stage and the converter of the 6-series. Price:
1500 Euro each. www.musicalfidelity.com

 MONOLITH
On the occasion of the company‘s 40th anniversary, T+A presents itself and us with the sensational monoblocks M 40 HV Mono with tube technology, which will soon be added to the HV
flagship series in a limited edition.
www.ta-hifi.de

KEN ISHIWATA‘S NOVELTY 
„KI Ruby“ are CD/SACD players and integrated
amplifiers from Marantz, which are to score with
essential borrowings from the large 10 Series
models - at half the price. www.marantz.co.uk
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 CHORD‘S NEW HUGO
 INNOVATIVE MULITROOM CONCEPT
Tivoli Audio presented a completely new family of networkable products, including various
speaker models, table radios, a subwoofer and a circular WiFi-CD-player, which you can see
in the middle of the above picture. The devices can be grouped via app and can exchange
the music as desired. Using an optional line-extender even classical hi-fi sources can be fed
into the Tivoli signal chain. www.tivoliaudio.com

Chord‘s headphone DAC „Hugo“ was so well received
that the British company granted it a noticeably revised generation with the „Hugo TT 2“. At an estimated
price of 4500 euros, it can do slightly more of everything than its predecessor. In addition to 32-bit and
768 kHz conversion, this includes a five times faster
DSP for signal processing and Bluetooth in AptX HD
format. www.chordelectronics.co.uk

 WELL ROUNDED
Technics‘ „SC-C50“ is the little
brother of the compact system
„C70“. However, the streamer
with radio and Bluetooth, that is
150 euros cheaper and lacks the
CD-player, does not want to fit
into its role. According to the
manufacturer, it is even a bit
more punchy than the big one, as
it has more chassis. The room-EQ
of the C70 is also on board.
www.technics.com

 FRESH POWER FOR THE INNUOS-SERVER
Innuos presented its largely unchanged ZEN and ZENith ripping
servers in Munich, which can now be upgraded using customized
power supplies. The dynamic boost was demonstrated using the
example of the new top model „ZENith Statement“ (Fig.), which
is limited to 100 units. The performance in combination with Kiis
active speaker „Three“ was musically impressive, but has a significant retrospective drawback: the super server, which is available from around 5000 euros, is already listed as „sold out“ in
advance... www.innuos.com

 AFTER G2 THERE COMES G1

MQA: THE UNBELOVED FORMAT?

I

n many conversations we met a growing
scepticism towards MQA‘s HighBit format.
Whether at Bluesound, T+A or Denon/
Marantz, in discussions with developers and
product managers everywhere we heard critical undertones about licensing policies and
the purpose of the format. After all, in FLAC
there is a completely lossless alternative on
the market, which is now also streamable
due to increasing web speed – as Qobuz
demonstrates. At XiVero we got the chance

to experience a weak point in Tidal‘s MQA
streaming at first hand: Owner Stefan Hotto
has extended his versatile analyzer „MusicScope“ so that web streams could also be
measured. In a random sample from Tidal‘s
master range, we immediately caught a title
that was unmistakably artificially trimmed
to HighBit. But even if all else fails: due
to the rapidly increasing Roon-support, the
distribution of MQA, being the implemented
sound format there, is also increasing.
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In autumn Auralic presented its Top-Line G2.
Now follow „Aries G1“ (Streamer) and „Vega G1“
(DAC). Both are derived from their outstanding
siblings, but have to be content with less elaborate housings and somewhat slimmed-down circuit board layouts. In return they are only half as
expensive. Functionally and software-wise they
are nevertheless almost identical to the G2
family, which also gets an addition in the form of
the optional 9000 Euro expensive mega-clock
„Leo“. www.auralic.com

HIGH END 2018
Good mood in the dealer centre:
BENOIT RÉBUS from Qobuz (l.) and
JÜRGEN TIMM from Pioneer/Onkyo (r.)

 COCKTAILS NEW TOP
With the „X45 Pro“ Cocktail Audio continues to
make its way towards the top range. The equipment-beast can stream, rip and can be upgraded
to a server by installing a hard disk. The comprehensive features require the built-in quad-core
processor and the ES9038Pro DAC, which processes 32 bit and 768 kHz. The housing is made of
solid aluminum and it costs 4000 Euro. There is
also a model without the „Pro“-suffix available at
a much lower price. www.cocktailaudio.de

Web-streaming is in a good position and constantly
getting stronger. The integration of as many streaming
services as possible is consequently development
focus of many manufacturers.
As is the case at Pioneer, where our appointment coincided with that of Qobuz’ “Head of
Global Hardware Partnerships” Benoit Rébus: The Japanese company has been pursuing a
diversified strategy for several years, supporting Tidal, Deezer and Spotify, while services of
all other providers can be integrated via DTS Play-Fi, Chromecast or Airplay.
This makes things easy for product manager Jürgen Timm: “No matter what the customer
wants and what quality requirements he has, our network devices are ready to do the job”.

 FROM SMALL TO HUGE
Last year Naim presented the new „Uniti“ series. Based on their optimized streaming cores, this time
the big models ND 5XS (around 2500 Euro), NDX 2 (fig., around 5500 Euro) and the huge ND 555 were
on the agenda. The top model will cost 13,000 Euro, but does not have its own power supply and is therefore absolutely dependent on one of Naim‘s PSU power supplies. www.naimaudio.com

 AUDIODATA‘S ENTRY LEVEL

 IFI‘S NEW DESIGN

Combining the hardware of the „MS I“ and the
know-how of the „MS II“, Audiodata now offers
a particularly affordable music server. It is called
„MS I SE“ and costs 1080 Euros in the basic version - exactly half as much as its big brother.
More news from the Aachen-based server specialist: The devices are now optionally available
with pre-installed Roon software and a one-year
Roon licence for an additional 230 euros and with
the new WLAN module (+110 euros). To get these
Options, booking of the support package (180
Euro) is necessary. In the future, a linear power
supply unit will also be offered.
www.audiodata.com

With the new Porti-DAC „xDSD“ (around 450 Euro)
iFi introduces a fresh design and supplements the
connectivity with Bluetooth reception. Burr-Brown‘s
DAC chip can handle frequencies up to 768 kHz and 22.6
MHz with DSD. It can also decode MQA files - like all
DSD-capable D/A converters from iFi Audio thanks to the firmware update. The almost ten centimetre long metal housing also
contains a battery that is supposed to last up to ten hours. It is
charged via a separate USB micro-port. www.ifi-audio.com

D/A-CONVERTER INSIDE 
Optionally, X-odos can deliver its excellent ripping server with „xo|one“
playback function with a newly developed HighBit DAC. The circuit
board transports the excellent all-in-one talent into the 9000 Euro
sphere, but in return the customer receives highest quality: Like all components of the xo|one, the customized D/A converter comes entirely
from the pen of company owner Christof Poschadel.
www.x-odos.com
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 JUBILEE FESTIVAL
In Munich the manufacturers Ortofon and Stax as well as the
distributor ATR-Audio Trade celebrated their 100th, 80th and
40th birthday with a big party, at which ATR boss Peter Mühlmeyer (l.) and Christen H. Nielsen, Managing Director of Ortofon, also introduced new products. The famous MM Concorde,
for example, returns as „Century“ in a limited edition of 1000
copies (l., around 600 euros). With Pro-Ject the record player
„ATR Celebration 40“ (below) was created, costing about 2500 Euro.
www.ortofon.com
www.audiotra.de
www.staxaudio.com

 DS AUDIO EVEN BETTER
The Japanese manufacturer DS Audio
replaces its proven set of pickups
equipped with optical signal generation and „DS-W1“ power supply/
amplifier unit. The successor is called
„DS-W2“ and costs around 12,500
euros. The pick-up carries a diamond
with a MicroRidge cut on the boron
needle carrier, and the electronics
connected to it have a much higher
quality than before.
www.ds-audio-w.biz

 THORENS IN NEW HANDS
Shortly before the show Gunter Kürten
surprised with the news that he was going
to take over the traditional brand Thorens.
The company is moving to Bergisch Gladbach, and in Munich the former ELAC
Managing Director presented the prototype of a new turntable: the fully automatic, belt-driven „TD148A“, which is
decoupled from vibrations via subchassis.
Target price: just under 1500 euros.
www.thorens.com

 A NEW LIGHT-SABER?
Almedio from Japan showed the record player „Optora“
with laser scanning of the vinyl discs. However, the prototypes on display were not yet working properly, the price is
open, and there is no local distribution yet, at least in Germany. Let‘s see if and when they are coming.
www.almedio.co.jp

TEAMWORK FOR THE BEST SOUND
 AVM‘S FIRST TURNTABLE
The new „Inspiration R2.3“ and the „Evolution R5.3“
(above) will be available in black or silver, costing 3390
and 5990 Euro (without pick-up). www.avm.audio

One of the top novelties of Munich was the „SME Synergy“ turntable, where the chassis
including motor control, plates and bearings as well as the tonearm were made by SME.
Ortofon supplies the „Windfeld Ti“ MC pickup and Nagra the battery-powered Phono-Amp
that is integrated into the chassis. The price is still uncertain.
www.sme.co.uk, www.ortofon.com, www.nagraaudio.com
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 KEEP ON TURNING
With Okki Nokki‘s compact record washing
machine „Go“, the disc is stationary while the
arm rotates over the vinyl. The cleaning liquid is
applied from a tank and the „waste water“ is
sucked off into another one. In Munich, the fascinating thing happily made its rounds. The price
for the three-part set could be as low as 130
Euro. www.okkinokki.com

 DUAL IN SHINING ARMOR
People who buy fully automatic turntables often
attach great value to a dignified appearance.
Dual is addressing this issue with two new
veneers for the proven „CS460“. In addition to
the light walnut, the flat turntable is now also
available in the elegant Makassar finish (photo)
at a price of just under 770 euros.
www.dual-plattenspieler.eu

JEAN-LUC RENOU
Mulann SA and the brand
Recording
The Masters

» For quite some time

we have been registering a growing interest in
recording on tape - from
the studios as well as from hobbyists.
This encourages us to serve the virtually
unclaimed blank-cassette market again.
We have the material and the technology.
This means that listeners will continue to
be offered an analogue alternative. «

 THE RETURN OF THE TAPE
 SOLID, FLEXIBLE, PRECISE
Transrotor junior Dirk Räke presented the proven
„Fat Bob“ with new, swivelling arm base for
tonearms of different lengths. The flat wheel on
the base should allow the finest adjustment of
the arm height even while playing.
www.transrotor.de

In the USA there is a small demand for music
on cassette. In Munich, the French manufacturer Recording the Masters showed new
tapes with iron oxide tape. If successful,
chrome and even pure iron substitutes could
soon follow.
www.recordingthemasters.com

THREE NEW PHONO-PRES
„Premium“, „Reference“ and „Statement“ are the
names of three Silent Wire phono-preamps, costing
from 2500, 3500 and 10.000 Euro. The two large
models offer an outsourced power supply. Even the
entry-level pre can be ordered with balanced input.
www.silent-wire.de

 CLEARAUDIO CONCEPT - NOW WITH „PLUS“
The Franconian manufacturer Clearaudio has upgraded its
entry-level record player. The plate bearing of the „Concept
Plus“ is now mechanically supported by magnetic force. A
pulley opposite the motor prevents one-sided belt tension. A
steel plate increases the stability of the flat turner. Price of
the MM version: around 1980 Euro. The optional battery
power supply (l.) should allow up to 15 hours of operation
and costs around 590 Euro. www.clearaudio.de

WORTH THE SIN 
From Metaxas Audio‘s „Sins“ series comes the excitingly
extravagantly designed Stellavox-based tape recorder
„GQT“, which we used for the photo with STEREO coils.
The first copies should be available in late summer. The
price could be 30,000 euros.. www.metaxas.com
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CRYSTAL BOX 
At AudioValve there were
250-watt tube monos built
into a drinks box. Great idea!
ww.audiovalve.info

 300B SINGLE ENDED TRIODE 2.0
Westend Audio introduced a 300B SET amplifier
that tickles 20 watts out of its tube. Asked how
that is possible from a nine-watt tube, they said
„it‘s pure witchcraft“.
www.westendaudiosystems.de

t A FULL 105 DB EFFICIENCY
With the „Pnoe“, Arcadian Audio presented horn technology at
room height in order to generate a wide frequency spectrum from
just a single driver. www.arcadianaudio.com

p AWARD CEREMONY
The jazz trumpeter Till Brönner accepted the
certificate as Honorary Prize Winner 2018 of
the „Preis der Deutschen Schallplatten Kritik“.
www.tillbroenner.de

HIGH END-AMBASSADOR
KARI BREMNES u
The Norwegian singer-songwriter Kari Bremnes
was this year‘s brand ambassador of the High
End and her autograph session, in which the singer signed CDs and records, was very popular.
www.karibremnes.no

 GIANTS FROM STEIN
Ultimate in size, price and sound - that is the
ambition of Stein Music. It was certainly exciting
and impressive. www.steinmusic.de

p RADICALLY
DIFFERENT

Bayz Audio‘s „Courante“, shown
at the hifideluxe, and its „radial
tweeter“ design convinced all
along the line. Pair price: 39.000
Euro. www.bayz-audio.eu

 MUDRA CLEANS IT
Mudra Akustik presented new mains filters. Available for different applications and performance
levels. www.mudra-akustik.de
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